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Dedications
 This book is dedicated to our peers, colleagues, mentors and inspirations. Thanks to Hilo 

Sharks Chocolate, Madre Chocolate for sharing wisdom, tastes and visions of aloha.

 



Welcome back / E Komo Mai ! 
 If you grabbed the “Bean to Bar Chocolate Tasting Guide Volume I”, thank you so much! If 
not, go ahead and grab both Volumes at www.islandsharks.com. 

 This second volume has been inspired by the many folks, friends and families that enjoyed 
expanding their palettes with us over 2019 to the present.  We loved connecting! They are now tasting 
new flavors, smelling new smells and enjoying flavor deeper.  Are readers like you ready to take it to 
the next level? Is it possible for people like you to master the ability to taste and perceive chocolate 
flavors like an expert?  Yes, yes and yes!

 The following information is curated by a professional.  That means it is scrutinizingly researched, 
meticulously developed and uncharacteristically inspired.  This is not a scholarly tome scratching 
away at the cutting edge of cacao chemistry, but rather a tasting adventure for the cacao curious 
everybody. This book is mindfully worded for EVERYONE to learn to taste bean to bar chocolate.  
Consequently, it is the information, provided herein through “Big Chocolate” research, indepen-
dent sensory analysis, personal experience growing and making chocolate in Hawai’i that will all be 
grasped here.

 After educating chocolate sommeliers in Paris, hosting cacao ceremonies in Portugal, as well 
exploring cacao and its ceremonial use in South America, the first volume was published in 2019.
 
 Now, this second volume contains over 10 pages of NEW Hawai’i cacao and chocolate flavor 
wheels, infographics and even a new publishing medium -- print! The badass photography is by the 
same seamstress turned photographer, as was in the first publication.

 Say welcome back to our favorite photographer @ashtonmiyako.  Her jaw dropping natural 
light photography will swoon you in the coming pages. Go say “aloha” to her on social media. We 
have prints available for you this time.  For a photo book, go to our site.

 By reading both Volumes I and II thoroughly, everyone, even our professional colleagues may 
understand some of chocolate’s least and best known tasting techniques and secrets even better.
  
 We are most excited to share this. a hard copy version of our book!  And also this! It’s a link 
to our same chocolate guide on Amazon and Kindle.   

 Look for all of our releases on website.  

 Thanks connecting online and in real life over the years. Working with our amazing commu-
nity has helped the Hawaiian Cacao and Chocolate Industry become the thriving place it is.

With aloha, 
Ethan Swift
Owner
Island Sharks Chocolate
info@islandsharkschocolate.com

Edited by Robert Schneider
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i.i.Chocolate Institutions, Schools, Formalized and Reputable Sensory and Sommelier Trainings.Chocolate Institutions, Schools, Formalized and Reputable Sensory and Sommelier Trainings.

 Currently there are several internationally recognized Chocolate Sommelier Trainings outside   Currently there are several internationally recognized Chocolate Sommelier Trainings outside  
 of formal institutions and lengthy, multi-disciplinary culinary programs.  There are mul   of formal institutions and lengthy, multi-disciplinary culinary programs.  There are mul  
 tiple independent companies that do provide certifications for chocolate sommeliers.   tiple independent companies that do provide certifications for chocolate sommeliers.  

That means we can all train our palate. All we have to do is taste. (and sniff)That means we can all train our palate. All we have to do is taste. (and sniff)

We do not all need to cook or be chef ’s or even foodies, to appreciate craft chocolate.We do not all need to cook or be chef ’s or even foodies, to appreciate craft chocolate.

Some of the most widely known and recognized chocolate accreditations are:Some of the most widely known and recognized chocolate accreditations are:

Chocotastery  chocotastery.comChocotastery  chocotastery.com
Estelle Tracy of 37 Chocolates - 37Chocolates.comEstelle Tracy of 37 Chocolates - 37Chocolates.com
Society of Sensory Professionals - SensorySociety.orgSociety of Sensory Professionals - SensorySociety.org

and more… and more… 

Island Sharks Bean to Bar Craft Chocolate Tasting Guide Volume 2
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02

The only real prerequisite is being cacao curious.  Cacao stimulates the 
organoleptic sensory processes so its only natural our curiosity with this 
international favorite makes us grow and connect with the world around 
us.  We, you and I have connected after all, due to our mutual interest in 
our own human sensory system and the very world it perceives as real.

 Non-academic chocolate tasters are more in number than classically 
trained graduates.  That means, if you did not graduate from Le Cordon 
Bleu, or alike, you can still organoleptically train yourself to taste new 
tastes. 

Remember, anyone can taste!

Island Sharks Bean to Bar Craft Chocolate Tasting Guide Volume 2

Cacao Green House and Nursery in Hawaii
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 Let’s get to understand these inner senso-
ry processes more. The process of deep tasting 
chocolate. We all, in the end, will have unique 
favorites in flavor, mouthfeel, linger. aroma and 
taste. Tasting is a way to learn about yourself too!

 During the aftertaste and before, must all 
remind ourselves that everyone tastes differently 
at different times of the day. So keep in mind. 
Each of your senses will be fighting for your full 
attention all day long. 

 Let’s spend some time now and figure out 
what we taste, now. A neutral palette.

 KeyPoints: 
  Bean to Bar is different than Industrial 
   Chocolate
  Use your 5 senses to taste chocolate
  Terroir impacts flavor
  Anyone can taste, host tastings and 
   train their palettes 
  Cacao is not Chocolate, 
  Hawai’i Grown cacao is ethical

 Updates: 
  Originally it was thought (and I had 
written) that there was 3 initial and standardized 
varieties of cacao. You already know what they are 
from Volume I and most likely your other reading.  
According to field research by leaders there may 
have been up to 10 or 12 original varieties.  Alme-
nado, Marañon and other strains it seems have no 
common ancestors. 

 Interpreting the work of experts, makes the 
update sound truthy because every farm will cross 
pollinate so much that it will eventually create it 
own sub-species.  

  This is true in Hawai’i as well as 
South America and Africa.

 The updated classification system include 
Contamana, Guiana, Iquitos, Criollo, Purus, 
Amelonado, National, Curary, Marañon and Nan-
ay as 10 or so of the genetic contributors to today’s 
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world cacao population. Surprisingly the Phillipines has its own varities now!

Things we will cover further:
 What else impacts chocolate flavor?

  Cacao flavor precursors impact the flavor of scrumptious bean to bar   
 choco late. Precursors are described in some detail below so let’s talk about   
 flavor development after roasting, first. 
 
  Before we explain how each step can change the flavor please know this 

author has written previously in Volume I, about the many forms of chocolate manufac-
turing below which will all yield different flavors and aromas as well. If you want more 
info on chocolate making and flavor, again, read the first Volume well.

 The Malliard reaction and enzymatic browning impact flavor after cocoa leaves the farm.  
After the beans have aged and before they are used in a kitchen, oxidation and hydrolization 
is occurring as well as a multitude of other chemical reactions resulting from precursor flavor 
molecules fermenting and drying.

 After treating the beans with heat, enzymes (pre & probiotics) continue to breakdown 





the cacao for months. So, yes, if you are not going to use the roasted beans soon, leave them 
unroasted for up to 5 years. 

 After roasting, the beans are cooled, peeled and made into bits of bean pieces called 
“nibs”.  The “nibs” can be aged for a few months to affect flavor or they can be ground and 
the resulting liquid chocolate can be aged.  Some folks never age their chocolate and as we 
unexpectedly eat un-aged chocolate…we may be unfairly taste testing it.  Whether aging or 
not, the nibs can be ground to different sizes and have differing amounts of sugar or cocoa 
butter added. All those things change the flavor.  Milk alters the flavor. Everything does. 
Sugar -- obviously.

 Affecting the flavor after roasting, is also the size of the grind.  As the cocoa mass gets 
smaller it creates more surface area allowing for more enzymatic browning.  This means the 
flavors will change too.  

 Some parts of the process, like The Malliard Reaction, can create flavors that are 
immediately covered up by other ingredients or over-processing. Some companies don’t roast. 
Some steam their cacao which cause enzymatic browning (through hydrolization) only.  It is 
important to note that in all your taste tests, every single step of the manufacturing process 
changes the flavor, as the chemical components and sizes change. 

 Now, aside from the details above mentioned, the 3 main things that affect the flavor 
(precursors) are terroir, fermentation and strain. We will talk about these more in depth in 
coming sections.

Types of chocolate manufacturing

 Most common commercial chocolate or “Big Chocolate”, is reconstituted from cocoa 
butter, alkalized cocoa powder, and refined white sugar. It has all been boxed, shelved, shipped 
and stored all around the globe.  Its a confection, not a craft.  It is reconstituted and suspect 
to generations illegal labor and human violations regarding minors.

 Chocolate as a confection is not only made differently, each kind is made for different 
audiences.  It may be for people who do not want to taste cacao.  Milk and sugar both block 
and cover up taste buds, limiting the cacao and chocolate flavors, aromas and even the absorp-
tion of the beneficial compounds. We all love dark chocolate for the opposite reasons and it 
is surprisingly made as a confection. By definition, craft chocolate, may not even be sweet.  
Synonymously, bean to bar chocolate, is made differently you see.  Its for people who enjoy 
the taste of cacao paired with cane sugar in varying amounts.  Anything more, even a single 
additional inclusion of some kind, can ruin or unnecessarily complicate our all various types 
of taste-testings. 
 

Unethical Chocolate

 This is a huge subject and many want to learn more. First off, many reporters have gone 
missing and disappeared in areas where forced child-labor in cocoa are still to this day, the 
norm.  

 It is estimated that there is around 2.4 million minors who are trafficked and forced 

 



into working in cacao, without pay or a right to education or social services.  It is of course, 
white supremacy, the underpinnings of colonialism as causation.  It was only 1 million slave 
children, 10 years ago, and it has been happening for 100 years. Or is it more than double?

 Europe, America and everyone at Nestle, is to blame. Mars, Hershey’s, Godiva, Dove, 
Lindt, Ghiradelli, Cadbury, Green and Blacks, Endangered Species, and countless others 
have profited off of international labor violations for many generations.  They blame us, the 
consumers. They admit it! Visit the international charity non-for-profit Pono Cocoa I founded 
last decade to end child slavery in cocoa right now! Go to www.ponococoa.org for more. 

 Unethical chocolate is perhaps perpetrating the most disgusting and horrific atrocity out of 
any industry.  What more does this author have to say? When you are sure you are buying chocolate 
that is made 100% bean to bar, you can be sure that an adult-farmer is paid.  There are even some 
great sources in Africa.  There are lots of slave-free chocolates in the world. Go to the website to 
learn more.  You will see our brand.  All Hawai’i chocolate brands should be on this site proudly.  
We make our Hawaiian Chocolate, beyond ethically.  We are a new industry called craft chocolate. 
Make no mistake, our worth right now as an industry is roughly 100 million dollars annually, we 
plan on disrupting “Big Chocolate”, educating all our customers and evolving the culture of this 
phenomenal bean— we will grow our market.

Chocolate allows more contaminate than any other food. Up to 10%! Its things 
like this that made me start Pono Cocoa. Now, we have the only child-slave 
free cocoa certif ication in the universe.  Many have tried. None have succeeded. 

 Ethicality effects flavor too. How can you enjoy something created by the suffering of others.

I. Chocolate Sommelier Fundamentals
 Please see Vol I.
  Advanced Fundamentals
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II.Chocolate Sommellier Advanced I
 Tools include; Flavor Word Cloud (Below), Palette Cleanser, Flavor Wheels, Chocolate Author’s 
List, cacao and chocolate photos and or prints, Communication and Learning Styles, Bean to Bar Chocolate 
Tasting Guide Volumes I and II
 
 Tasting is an an internal act.  It makes folks go “inward” with their senses.  It is a pure
experience in itself.  How to describe this to others can be an art. A cheat sheet of words that describe and 
lists tastes and aromas is helpful too. The mind can get easily distracted.  There is a great example below of 
a cheat sheet full of words that describe flavor. Let’s call it your “Flavor Word Cloud”.

 Cocoa, fudge, brownie, butter, browned butter, caramel, avocado, macadamia, green olives, olive oil, coco 
 nut, bread, biscuit, wet earth, soil, burlap, hay, grass,  straw, tobacco, leather, prunes, raisins, plums, apri 
 cots, cherries, strawberry, cinnamon rolls, currants, blackberry, blueberry, black tea, vanilla, cream, passion  
 fruit, 

  Sometimes it can help to taste with color.  The above Flavor Word Cloud is color coded to 
the color of the food the food tastes like. Use and share tools like this all the time!
 Each one of those above tastes in the cloud are part of your ‘tool kit’.  Keep in mind are flavors are 
all made up of chemicals. Some of those chemicals are terpenes and others are fats, anti-oxidants, phenols 
and flavonoids. There are also proteins and other chemicals. They all correlate to flavors.  All chemicals do.



 Now let go of all the descriptive words for flavor.  Let go of all the chemistry... 

 Deep tasting, or tasting meditation, becomes an indulgent learning process every time we savor a 
moment. To deepen the art, we must further our inner awareness. Tasting cacao and chocolate can help 
enlighten, beginner, intermediate and advanced sommeliers of all varieties to their inner awareness. Let’s go 
beyond words for flavors by tapping into the taste receptors in our extra-oral senses.

 The 5 senses, are only the beginning — we have 8 senses which including proprioceptive awareness 
(touching your pointer finger to your thumb without looking), post-digestive effects and balance. Although 
testing our balance with chocolate always makes it tumble into our mouths, we suggest, placing a piece of 
chocolate in your mouth with your eyes closed. Proprioceptive awareness of chocolate is what taught us all 
to melt not munch chocolate in the first place. We will talk more about post-digestive effects in the section 
titled Non-Oral Taste Receptors.

 
III. Tongue Sensations

 It is not just tastes you know from the first Volume that your tongue can sense.  It can also sense 
dryness, fattiness, spiciness, Calcium, coolness, particle sizes and of course, numbness.  These can all help 
you sense chocolate better. They include balance and proprioception.

  Each one of these sensations is caused by a specific, measurable factor. If you    
want to know why each sensation is in your sample, just look to chemistry.  The Tongue Sensation Meter is 
below and measures sensation intensity on a scale of 1 to 5.  These are available in our chocolate bar boxes.

Intensity of each is 1 - 5

15
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 Here are 3 types of sensory tests. Discriminative, descriptive and affective sensory tests are 
used to evaluate fine chocolate. Pondering and ruminating on cacao and chocolate flavors is simply 
not enough. Here are some examples of the 3 types of tests:

  1. Discrimination tests are used to determine if different chocolate making   
 styles have different sensory impacts.  This must be done with the 2 identical  
 bars with only 1 difference in making style. The test can be done by makers and   
  sommeliers but typically the differences will be too subtle for untrained 
palettes.  If the    differences in style are obvious then the sensory 
impact could change to become    proportionally clear. 

Most discriminative chocolate tasting tests simply just employ a “same or 
 different model” of grading.

  Each one of the above tests is great with a group 
of beginner tasters and food 
 scientists adjust recipes. 

Chocolate Sommelier Advanced II

 Flavor Precursors

  Flavor begins 
with terroir. But the taste 
of a finished bar is 
nothing like the 
taste of the 
ter roi r 

IV. Types of Taste Tests
 
 Here are 3 types of sensory tests: discriminative, descriptive and quantitative. These sensory tests 
are used to evaluate fine chocolate. Pondering and ruminating on cacao and chocolate flavors is simply 
not enough. Here are some examples of the 3 types of tests:

  1. Discrimination tests are used to determine if different chocolate mak-
ing styles have different sensory impacts.  This must be done with the 2 identical bars 
with only 1 difference in making style. The test can be done by makers and som-
meliers but typically the differences will be too subtle for untrained palettes.  If 
the differences in style are obvious then the sensory impact could change to 
become proportionally clear. This type of test can lead to some helpful 
predictions: 

 A. Most discriminative chocolate tasting tests simply 
just employ a “same or different model” of grading.

 B. Each one of the tests is great with a group 
of beginner tasters and food scientists adjust 
recipes. 

 C. Sommeliers and brand 
researches will be more inter-
ested in the following 
types of tests.



2. Descriptive tests involve creating categories, by a panel, of qualities which 
 should be tested on a range. Important traits to the chocolate curious, will 
have to be 
 reached by consensus. This consensus could be misleading with untrained 
and 
 uncalibrated palettes.  

  This is however a great way for sommelier’s to practice alone. 

  Descriptive tests can also include written and factual information 
disclosed 
 about a certain piece of craft chocolate. For example, if I told you that the 
bars in the 
 test are either 72% or 70% cacao mass, you would have to tell me which one 
you like, 
 given the description. 

  Quantitative analysis of taste can also help chocolate sommeliers.  
This is simply  the analysis of the sommeliers collected data and research over 
hundreds of tastings.  
 And of course, this analysis helps a\ll consumers, chocolate sommeliers and 
other 
 chocolate professionals make the most informed choices and conclusions 

2. Descriptive tests involve creating categories, by a panel, of qualities which 
 should be tested on a range. Important traits to the chocolate curious, will have to be 
 reached by consensus. This consensus could be misleading with untrained and 
 uncalibrated palettes.  

  This is however a great way for sommelier’s to practice alone. 

  Descriptive tests can also include written and factual information disclosed 
 about a certain piece of craft chocolate. For example, if I told you that the bars in the 
 test are either 72% or 70% cacao mass, you would have to tell me which one you like, 
 given the description. 

  Quantitative analysis of taste can also help chocolate sommeliers.  This is simply  t h e 
analysis of the sommeliers collected data and research over hundreds of tastings.  
 And of course, this analysis helps a\ll consumers, chocolate sommeliers and other 
 chocolate professionals make the most informed choices and conclusions possible.    
What are the results of yours? Just add it all up.
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itself.  
S o i l . 

Dir t.  It 
may be edi-

ble, but its only 
uncomfortably simi-

lar to chocolate — choc-
olate tastes earthy. 

  Trees, plants and Mother 
Nature basically translate soil constitu-

ents into cacao aromas and tastes. Before, 
we talked in depth about those flavors that 

we love, now, let’s talk about how we arrive there.

 Each pod can smell a tad different. So yes, 
every micro-climate cacao grows it creates its own diverse 

sub-species.  Every small farmer has the potential for their 
very own unique cacao flavor profile in the world.  A GOOD 

EXAMPLE is our Likao Kula Bar with hints of blueberry.
Most discriminative chocolate tasting tests simply just employ a “same 

or different model” of grading.

Each one of the above tests is great with a group of beginner tasters and food sci-
entists adjust recipes. 

2. Descriptive tests involve creating categories, by a panel, of qualities which should be tested 
on a

 Chocolate is a melange of beans of different flavor. If you use beans that all taste the same, 
you would end up with something basic, simple, non-distinct, simple again and boring.

2. Descriptive 
tests involve creat-

ing categories, by a pan-
el, of qualities which should 

be tested on a range. Important 
traits to the chocolate curious, will 

have to be listed. 

Descriptive tests can also include written and 
factual information disclosed about a certain piece 

of craft chocolate. For example, if I told you that the 
bars in the test are either 72% or 70% cacao mass, you 

would have to tell me which one you like, 
 given the description. 

3. Quantitative analysis of taste can help chocolate sommeliers.  
This is simply the analysis of the sommeliers collected data and research 

over hundreds of tastings. 

These analyses helps all consumers, chocolate sommeliers (& clientele) and other 
chocolate professionals make the most informed choices and conclusions possible. 

Even cacao farmers can use tests like these to help develop the best flavor precursors. 
  

What are the results of your taste tests? Just add it all up, take notes and/or let us all know!

Our chocolate bars wrapper is perfect for taking taste tests, notes, and even includes a flavor wheel! 

IV. Types of Taste Tests
 
 Here are 3 types of sensory tests: discriminative, descriptive and quantitative. These sensory tests 
are used to evaluate fine chocolate. Pondering and ruminating on cacao and chocolate flavors is simply 
not enough. Here are some examples of the 3 types of tests:

  1. Discrimination tests are used to determine if different chocolate mak-
ing styles have different sensory impacts.  This must be done with the 2 identical bars 
with only 1 difference in making style. The test can be done by makers and som-
meliers but typically the differences will be too subtle for untrained palettes.  If 
the differences in style are obvious then the sensory impact could change to 
become proportionally clear. This type of test can lead to some helpful 
predictions: 

 A. Most discriminative chocolate tasting tests simply 
just employ a “same or different model” of grading.

 B. Each one of the tests is great with a group 
of beginner tasters and food scientists adjust 
recipes. 

 C. Sommeliers and brand 
researches will be more inter-
ested in the following 
types of tests.



 Flavor develops by first fermenting well nur-
tured and loved strains of cacao trees that have healthy 
soil aka terroir.  Prefermented cacao does not have 
chocolate flavor as you know it. When its fresh picked 
cacao has a distinct and simultaneously generically tart 
and sour-melon-like taste.  This taste is unique but it 
is not what the plant is known for. Crack it, smell it 
for aromatic precursors. Then ferment it, dry and roast 
it to truly discover the potential chocolate flavor.  

V. Flavor Precursors
 Flavor begins with terroir. The taste of a fin-
ished bar is represents the terroir itself and other 
factors.   

 Mother Nature basically translate soil constit-
uents into cacao aromas and tastes. Before, we talked 
in depth about those flavors that we love, now, let’s 
talk about how we arrive there.

 Each trees’ pod can smell a tad different. So yes, 
every micro-climate cacao eventually grows it creates 
its own diverse sub-species.  Every small farmer has 
the potential for their very own unique cacao flavor 
profile in the world.  A GOOD EXAMPLE is our 
Likao Kula Bar with hints of blueberry.

 Chocolate is a melange of beans though. They 
all have a penumbra of different flavors. If you use 
beans that all taste the same, you would end up with 
something basic, simple, non-distinct, and boring. 
Unfermented beans are contrastingly unpalatable.

 Flavor develops then by fermenta-
tion. There are many styles of fermentation 
but they all yield different f lavors. Ferment-
ing creates the precursors of the final product.  

 Things get more interesting, air-borne yeasts 
will inevitably land and devour the fruit sugars in fresh 
cacao pulp. Yeast is wild and the largest organism in 
the world is in its same Kingdom. Fungi. Yeast. Will 
eat. Burp. Fart. And make alcohol in the fresh pulp. 
It can even eat the alcohols and create vinegar. Cacao 
vinegar. It is very, interesting. But not all fermentation 
is equal in cacao. 

 Controlling inoculating yeasts, oxygen, time 

and temperature are key during fermen-
tation to develop the proper flavor precursors. 

 After that, the beans will dry, off-gas and age. 
in that order for 3 to 5 years before expiring.  Each 
stage takes a different amount of time but the aging 
begins at about 4 to 5 months. The precursors are fully 
developed once aged, during this storing stage (while 
volatile aromas leave) prior to roasting. 

 During the beginning of roasting, the precursing 
aromas are both indistinguishable from  the final aro-
matics and are totally foreign and unpalatable. Eventu-
ally makers will record static flavor profiles for specific 
quantities roasted at specific temperatures over specific 
durations.

 The flavor precursors undergo the Malliard Reac-
tion while roasting and so end up closer to the final 
cocoa and brownie notes we hold so dear. Our 72% Hilo 
Dark Chocolate is a GREAT example of finished choc-
olate flavor. Brownie and cocoa notes will be detectable. 
Enzymatic browning is still happening!

The Malliard Reaction

 Basically, it’s cooking.  This is an ultra-fancy 
word for is a chemical reaction between amino acids 
and reducing sugars that gives browned food its distinc-
tive flavor (and colors), WIKI. Think of it as toasting 
marshmallows or even making bread into toast. As the 

“browning occurs”, the chemicals change and therefore 
the tastes.  Each food has its own reaction curve and 
so towards the end, think of over-caramelized onions 
will have almost no taste. 

 For example:  …blandness at 212 and moves 
through “flavor-fullness “ and past toward flavorless at 
300.

Enzymatic Reactions in Cacao and Chocolate
 
 Chocolate flavor precursors are enzymatically 
caused and they are caused naturally via heat by the sun.  
Chocolate flavors as we think of them, are possible in 
part by enzymatic reactions but also because of strain.
 
 Strain, fermentation and terroir are the 3 key 
factors in developing fine flavor and fine aroma cacao 
and chocolate. 
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 The finished flavors in chocolate, that 
have undergone Malliard Reaction, will be 
different than in unroasted bars that have 
only undergone enzymatic reactions. The 
browning of these bars is not from 
high temperatures, and so differ-
ent chemicals will be exist with-
in. Please note, if tasting choc-
olate bars made from unroasted 
beans, it may be nice to imple-
ment taste test based on the 
preferential bias of roasted or 
unroasted chocolate. 

 You can 
only taste sweet, 
salty, sour 
and bitter.  
Every-
thing 
e l s e 

correlates to the Limbic System which controls 
emotion and memory. Odors, are over 80% of 
what we experience as flavor. The majority of the 

chocolate experience is extra-oral.

 Every sommelier should have 1.) a 
fluency of the above words to describe 
their tasting experience and / or 2.) an 

on-hand list of poten-
tial flavors and oth-

ers to more easily 
describe their 
e x p e r i e n c e 
and/or 3.) look 
at ANY tasting 

or flavor wheel.  
With over 1200 
aromas and f la-

vors, cacao’s nuanc-
es are so numerous 
that identify ing 

or naming almost 
any flavor could, be 
accurate. 
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 The easier it is to describe a smell as the chemical it is, the easier it is to see that there are smells 
and chemicals everywhere -- that the world of the chocolate sommelier is an expansive profession. You see 
understanding all the chemicals one is tasting, leads us right back to where we started. Flavor precursors.  
All flavor precursors exist prior to or during enzymatic reactions but not the Malliard Reaction. The latter 
reaction is essentially what seperates cacao from cocoa. 
 
 Receptors in your taste buds are responsible for you being able to tell apart bitter, sour, salty or sweet 
food. These receptors react to chemical compounds such as sulfamides, alkaloids, glucose, fructose, ionized 
salts, acids and glutamate according to https://sciencing.com/chemical-compounds-thought-responsible-
tastes-bitter-sour-salty-sweet-16579.html

 Sommeliers don’t often memorize the chemical names for all the tastes or aromas. Others, are actu-
ally chemists, and may not have subjected themselves to a chocolate dose at all. Describing taste test results 
requires effective communication and chemistry skills from the taster (smeller, really) tasting the chemicals. 

 The end flavors of chocolate cannot be polished. It has to start with high quality Earth, genetics and 
fermentation.  Getting and creating the perfect precursors can be hard because they are not placeable sensory 
experiences anywhere outside the field of sensory experts.  Not all cacao farmers are chocolate sommeliers!

 Again, flavor precusors arrive in beans and bars, because of terroir, fermentation and genetics.  There 
are 3 types of recognized cacao, really.  There is “fine flavor” cacao which is internationally recognized, and 
there is “heirloom cacao” and then, of course “commodity cacao”.  They are created by controlling the SAME 
3 variables above, effectively. 
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Germinated cacao seeds can 
cause off flavors and of course 
husk. There are a lot of reasons 
actually, such as failed seeds, 
insects, animals, and even bac-
teria that can ruin flavor.

VI. Non-oral Taste Receptors.
 We have taste buds and bitter 
receptors all throughout our digestive 
system that trigger chemical and homeo-
static responses from the body. 

 These receptor sites in your lungs 
and digestive system, et al. don’t translate 
to flavor but rather to function. Its called 
“Chemosensory Transduction” and its 
a bit heady.  But, we know that lipids, 
like the ones in cocoa butter, are tasted 
in our gut and inform our brain to eat 
more. Sweets, do the same.  

 There are other receptor sites in 
our heart, brain, kidney, urinary blad-
der, pancreas, adipose tissue, testis, and 
ovary. This research is new as of 1996 
and more recently.

 New research shows that the post 
digestive effects and energetic nature 
are from tastants.  Presumably Ayurve-
da has 5,000 year old words for all this, 
we can look to Indian Medical history 
to understand our true 8th sense, if you 
were counting...

 This is important in the moder-
ation of bean to bar chocolate tasting.  
You may like or love the taste of a spe-
cific profile, but we must arbitrate how 
much of our experience is informed by 
our post-digestive effects. Shall it be 
none at all, otherwise? You may want to 
eat or taste more, because of what your 
gut tells you, not just your oral cavity or 
nose. Your passions must be investigated 
in the pursuit of true flavor experience.  
Your body, must not be overlooked in 
chocolate tasting. Or is your mouth not 
a part of your body?

 Do you think the cascade of flavor 
and aroma and internal receptors are at 
all to blame for our love of chocolate?  
Have we been ignoring our WHOLE 
experience, which includes the taste 
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Cacao pods grow on the trunks of the trees.  Its typically for all plants in the Theobroma family.
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receptors in our extremities, this whole time? https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5469997/

 Protective responses do occur within the body when cacao hits them.  This response, 
wether just tasting chocolate or eating it, is beneficial (and unavoidable) to give in to.

VII. The “Proust” Effect
  
 Simply put, this is the effect that smells have on our memories to draw out childhood 
memories or alike. Memory changes the way we interpret flavors. Let’s all agree in the choc-
olate tasting community that a positive or negative memory does not objectively determine 
the taste of chocolate. Be honest with yourself on how the chocolate makes you FEEL.
 
 What are your childhood memories of chocolate aromas, flavors and textures? Deep 
dive and consider sharing your personal chocolate history with us. Everyone has different 
abilities in sight, smell, tasting and even memories. Will you allow your personal chocolate 
history to influence your professional results?

VIII. Chocolate, Raw Cacao Pulp Flavor Wheels and Melt Map
 What what about color? Sound? Challenge your self, clients, friends and fami-
ly to “Taste without Color”, you may even close your eyes. Your knowledge of fine choc-
olate tastes and aromas will be amused with our colorless “Chocolate Flavor Wheel”.  
 
 You see there are 2 Wheels in this Volume...The first is following on the left page and 
represents some of the tastes and aromas of finished forms of the cacao with organic raw sugar 
cane. Chocolate. The second wheel, on the right of the next page, represents the same cacao as 
the first wheel except for its the raw cacao pulp being represented. So its a “Raw Cacao Pulp 
Flavor and Aroma Wheel”. The “Chocolate Flavor and Aroma Wheel”, is on the left.

 When tasting chocolate, unlesss at the both ends of the production, it can be very 
hard to sense how the raw cacao pulp will taste after being made into chocolate. One can 
still learn to taste chocolate better, use the Melt Map. It is located after the wheels.

 Feel free to print and share the flavor wheels and Melt Map as much as you like!

Learning how to taste like a professional? Just Learning how to taste like a professional? Just 
want to use your senses better? Looking to impress want to use your senses better? Looking to impress 
your friends or host a tasting? Use the Melt Map  your friends or host a tasting? Use the Melt Map  
and make sure you have all your bases covered.and make sure you have all your bases covered.
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Allow your chocolate 
to “breathe” just like 

fine wine!!
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IX. Cacao Ceremony Ritual
 Pictured above is our 100% Ceremonial Cacao 
Bar. It is grown only on the Hāmākuā Coast (or 
Breathe of God) of Hawai’i’s Big Island. This photo 
of our bar, represents its just 1 ingredient. Sitting and 
waiting for some hot water and pure intentions.

 The systemic injustice around the globe, as 
demonstrated by the #blm movement and much more 
was always present cacao even now.  This is the first 
time, you see, cacao could be produced worldwide 
on an ethical level.  But it isn’t. Ceremonial Cacao is 
decolonized cacao only. It cannot be produced for the 
sole purpose of profit, or involve anything but land 

“stewardship”. Cacao produced for ritual, prayer or 
ceremonial use must also contain no traces of child 
slavery in the cocoa supply chain.  Ever.  Nor Sweetner.

 In ancient Mayan culture cacao was reserved 
only for the rulers who they believed where deities. 
The civilians used it as currency and could not afford 
to consume their money. 

 Revolutionizing the cacao ceremony ritual is 
Mayan’s current decedents, Ethical Hawaii Cacao and 
You. Your role is to just drink it. Everyday. First thing. 
Walk the path of cacao with us. Live in ceremony.  

 Setting intentions and consuming pure Hawai-
ian Cacao will improve your lung and cardio vascular 
function up to 30% making it easier to breathe and 
pump blood. The science says practioners get a daily 
dose of several essential minerals, burn fat and feed 
their brains upon internal communion with the cacao. 
It is highly sound to equate the other chemicals in 
cacao to the chemicals related to church and or spir-
itual experiences.  For some, our Ceremonial Cacao 
is a sacred medicine needed in high doses for months 
at a time.  For the beneficial reasons why, see the next 
page.

 If you would like to know more about the 
health benefits of cacao, the life path of cacao or 
Hawaiian Cacao, please check out our blog and social 
media.

 Thank you so much for reading and enjoying the 
nutritious benefits of this indigenous medicine with us. 
 
Aloha and mahalo.





Empty Cacao Drying Racks in Hawai’i.

Thank you so so much for reading and for adding your #sharksshare 
to our growing list of Bean to Bar Chocolate Sommeliers. Thanks 
for enjoying cacao and fulfilling your cacao journey with aloha. We 
appreciate you reading and patronizing our online chocolate shop. Lets 
connect on social and one day, real life. 

Aloha and a hui ho,
Ethan Swift



If you’d like more info on Island Sharks, please connect:
Ethan Swift
Owner/Author  @IslandSharkschocolate
Island Sharks Chocolate 
PO Box 1795
Hilo, Hawai’i 
96720

For Media & Opportunities, Please visit us online at:
 

Island Sharks Chocolate | @IslandSharksChocolate on IG and FB | 
info@islandsharkschocolate | www.islandsharks.com
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